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Another stage of Main Hall’s face
President’s House
undergoes renovations lift near completion
by

A

l l is o n
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With a wilting porch, sag
ging floors, unopenable win
dows, a leaking roof, and one
commercial furnace, the house
at 229 Park Street, otherwise
known as the President's
House, was due for major
repairs.
The house, built before the
turn of the century, had not
undergone any extensive reno
vation in 25 years. "The deteri
oration of the house was sub
stantial,"
said
William
Hodgekiss, Vice President for
Business
Affairs
and
Administration. "The infra
structure of the house was in
poor condition. There were
major safety issues."
The
poor
conditions
stemmed from inattention to
detail. When the house, once a
girls' dormitory, was converted
to a residence, a number of
floor joints were removed for
plumbing purposes but were
never replaced. The roof had
been leaking and gathering
water. The problems eventually
became noticeable and needed
attention. "We made the com
mitment to do it, and do it
right," said Hodgekiss.

Construction on 229 Park
began in late 1999. The univer
sity hired architect George
Matheis, the same architect
who worked on Main Hall and
Briggs Hall, to design the inte
rior of the house. Because the
president's house is also used
to entertain guests, Matheis's
plans included a commercial
kitchen in the basement to
accommodate catering services.
He also requested that each
guest room receive a bathroom,
bringing the total number of
bathrooms to five and a half.
The house was also made hand
icap-accessible, with a ramp
leading to the porch and a
handicap bathroom on the first
floor.
Though the changes are
substantial, they will be diffi
cult to recognize. "People will
be surprised because it will
looks much nicer, but the room
structure will remain the same.
Everything will stay in the
same place," said Hodgekiss.
In addition to structural
changes,
the
renovations
required
new
plumbing,
replacement
of
electrical
wiring, and new plaster walls.
The house will have a new interior, designed by decorator Vera
continued HOUSE page 8
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Science Hall isn’t the only
building project on campus
these days. Main Hall, the
bastion of the humanities and
icon of Lawrence University,
has been given its first facelift
since the late 1970s. The ren
ovation and restoration has
taken place both inside and
out thanks to several gener
ous donations from trustees
and alumni.
Besides last year’s renova
tion of the John G. Strange
Room that transformed the
alumni room into a student
commons, renovation efforts
have also included a state-ofthe-art humanities computer
lab. The new lab on the first
floor combines and replaces
the language and public labs
that were formerly located in
the basement. All professors
will be able to reserve the
computer lab for class time.
When the lab is not reserved,
it will be open as a public lab
for general use.
The first floor has under
gone the most change from
the renovations. What used to
be a classroom on the south
west side is now the Main

Main Hall, seen here with a new set o f columns, underwent extensive renova
tion this summer.
photo by Rachel Hoermann

Hall office, which was former
ly on the second floor. The
large glass windows and door
to the office present a welcom
ing face to students and facul
ty alike and draw attention to
its convenient location.
The idea during planning
was to make the first floor a
centralized business area o f
the building. In the past, the
first floor consisted o f all
classrooms with only a table
to welcome students and a
directory hanging near the
elevator. After renovations,

students, faculty and guests
will have immediate access to
the office, computer lab and
student lounge upon entry to
the building.
Entrance by the north door
welcomes visitors with the
John G. Strange room. The
lounge was the first o f this
series o f renovations, and
although it was begun as its
own project, the progress
inspired the rest o f the
changes in place today. The
continued M A IN H A L L
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Ambassador Kuriyama: a Lawrentian returns
by

T o m S h r in e r
S t a f f W r it e r

This term, one of Lawrence’s
most distinguished former stu
dents has returned to the cam
pus.
Former
Japanese
Ambassador to the United
States Takakazu Kuriyama,
who
attended
Lawrence
University in the 1954-55 acad
emic year as a special student,
has rejoined the institution to
serve as Stephen Edward Scarflf
Distinguished
Visiting
Professor.
Kuriyama, who served as
Ambassador of Japan to the
United States from 1992 until
1996, will remain at Lawrence
for five weeks. He is teaching,
in conjunction with Professor
Frank Doeringer, a course enti
tled, "The Postwar Japanese
American Relationship." This is
Kuriyama’s second visit to
Lawrence since his tenure as
an undergraduate. In 1993,
Kuriyama returned to receive
an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree and to deliver a convoca
tion address entitled, "Japan
and the U.S.: Then and Now—
One
Man’s
Historical
Perspective."
At
that
convocation,
Kuriyama spoke from firsthand

experience of the enormous pos
itive developments in the rela
tionship between the U.S. and
Japan since World War II. He
expressed an optimistic view of
the future, urging students to
become better informed, for
"ignorance breeds distrust,
prejudice, and intolerance,"
forming "invisible barriers in
our
hearts
and
minds."
Kuriyama has received numer
ous accolades for his continuing
success as a passionate and
articulate spokesman for the
cause of international peace.
His course, as its title sug
gests, delves even further into
the fascinating complexities of
the long-developing relation
ship between the U.S. and
Japan in the wake of the disas
trous aftermath of World War
II. Kuriyama considers the
postwar development of the
"bilateral relationship" between
the two countries to be "a great
success story." He continues, "I
want my students to come to
understand the global dimen
sion that the relationship has
come to have over the past half
century. When we started in
1945, we were in extremely dif
ferent positions—as the victor
and the vanquished. In fifty

years’ time, we’ve come to form
a very close, cooperative, and
productive relationship."
It was not an easy road to
peace, and many prominent
thinkers doubted that the pre
sent ease and productivity
between the two nations would
ever be possible. Such doubts
continue with regard to future
relationships between nations
in an increasingly global civi
lization
and
economy.
Kuriyama seeks to quell these
doubts, claiming that the hardwon peace and productivity
between the United States and
Japan can serve as a model.
"There are some people," says
Kuriyama, citing a Harvard
scholar, "who argue that in the
twenty-first century the main
source of conflict could well be
between different civilizations
with
different
cultures."
Kuriyama
believes
that
"America and Japan, with such
different cultural backgrounds,
can overcome such differences
and work together for construc
tive purposes ... can serve as a
vety good rebuttal to this kind
of argument."
The relationship between
the U.S. and Japan is multi
faceted.
In
his
course,

Ambassador Kuriyama returns to Lawrence to share his experiences in diplomacy
and international relations.
photo courtesy o f Public Relations

Kuriyama emphasizes and
explores "the economic aspect
and the political security aspect
of our relationship. I’d like to
have a good balance between
the two." Calling the relation
ship between the two nations

"broad-based," Kuriyama alst
explores and discusses othei
aspects in his course, including
"cultural, social, and environ
continued D IPLO M AT
page 4
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On?

What’s
a t Lawrence

FRIDAY, OCT. 6
8 pun.
Betrayal, by
Harold Pinter, performed by
Milwaukee's
Boulevard
Theatre, directed by Timothy
X. Troy; Cloak Theatre. Adults
$10, senior citizens and stu
dents $5, LU students $2.
SATURDAY, OCT. 7
7:30 & 10 pan.
Classic
Film
Club:
Dr.
Strangelove; Wriston auditori
um.
8 p.m .
see
Friday,
Oct. 6 for details.
SUNDAY, OCT. 8
8 pan.
Attic Theatre
presents Master Class; Harper
Hall.
9 pan.
C o ffe e h o u s e
entertainment: Justin Roth
and Chris Cunningham, musi
cians;
The
Underground
Coffeehouse.
MONDAY, OCT. 9
6:30 p.m .
Folk dancing;
Riverview Lounge.
8 p.m .
F a c u l t y
recital: Ernestine Whitman,
flute; Harper Hall.
TUESDAY, OCT. 10
11:15 aon.
Science Hall
Colloquium: "Crystals and
Drugs:
The
Solid
State
Chemistry
of
Pharmaceuticals,"
Dr.
Christine Mitchell Schertz, '92,
SSCI, Inc., West Lafayette,
Indiana; Science Hall 102.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11
9 p.m .
Brass Bullit,
band; Riverview Lounge.
THURSDAY, OCT.12
11:15 aon.
SAI presenta
tion of Peter and the Wolf; con
ducted by Craig Hauschildt;
Memorial Chapel.
3 p.m .
S p o e r 1
Lecture in Science in Society:
"Rayon, Schmayon...So Long
As It's Sustainable," Eric
Pallant, Associate Professor of
Environmental Science at
Allegheny College and Director
of the Center for Economic and
Environmental Development;
Science Hall 102.
8 pan.
F a c u l t y
recital: Fan Lei, clarinet, and
Robert Levy, trumpet; Harper
Hall.
9:30 p.m .
Chad Taylor,
comedian; Riverview Lounge.
FRIDAY; OCT. 13
8 p.m .
Artist Series
concert: Matthias Goeme, bari
tone; Memorial Chapel. Adults
$18
and
$16,
senior
citizens/faculty/staff $16 and
$14, students $12 and $10, LU
students $7 and $6.
8 p.m .-2 a.m .
Friday
the
13th
movie
marathon; Wriston auditori
um.
SATURDAY, OCT. 14
6 p.m .
Athletic Hall
of Fame Blue and White dinner
and reception; Lucinda's. $25.
8 p.m .
Ben
Holt
Memorial Series recital: Jared
Snyder, cello; Harper Hall.
Free, general admission, ticket
required.

President Warch tends to
‘The Campus Business’
b y

N ic k A s c h b r e n n e r

Over the last decade, critics
have foretold the end of higher
education as it is currently prac
ticed and called for a more effi
cient system of education. The
Internet has gained the potential
to imitate classroom experiences
so that a lecture can be given for
audiences of thousands. Nor are
the effects of the Internet limited
to student-teacher relationships.
It is possible, for example, for
students to work cooperatively on
projects in distant parts of the
globe. The most vocal critic of tra
ditional education, Arthur Levine,
questioned whether it is neces
sary to have campuses in today’s
world. According to Levine,
"Colleges and universities are not
in the campus business, but the
education business."
In his convocation address
last Thursday, President Warch
said he bristled at this assertion.
He described the many physical
upgrades that have taken place at
Lawrence over the last twenty
years. This past year alone, the
university spent $57 million on
new construction. Lawrence has
also been responsive to dynamic
technological changes. Fiber optic
cable connects the campus, e-mail
accounts are now available for
everyone, a campus web site has
been constructed, and there will
be a new administrative informa
tion system in the near future.
Tbchnology has also found its
way into the classroom, as every
department uses instructional
technology in some way. Faculty
have access to a web site called
plagiarism.org to detect infringe
ments of the honor code. Students
can make use of this resource, too,
to check for accidental plagiarism.
When
the
renovation
of
Youngchild Hall is complete,
there will be a total of eleven spe
cialized computer labs on campus
as well as the general labs in each
residence hall. Surely then,
Warch said, the university is not
to be considered derelict in its
duty to provide an up-to-date
learning environment.
According to Warch, the cam
pus contributes immeasurably to

the education of its students. The
liberal arts university has many
virtues not present or possible on
a big campus or a virtual campus.
Emphasis on individual develop
ment by providing small classes
and a close knit residential com
munity all serve the educational
goal of the university. Lawrence
has employed all of its powers,
residential and curricular, archi
tectural and aesthetic, to this end.
As Warch said, "Our educa
tional mission is bound inextrica
bly to the setting and to the places
where students and faculty
engage each other in common
tasks." The online university suf
fers from this same ill as the big
campus.
Research has shown that the
interactions between students
and faculty, and students and stu
dents, play the most critical role
in learning. A university, Warch
asserts, is more than a "purveyor
of information." He established
three goals for students to attain:
broad knowledge, mental agility,
and independence of thought.
These, Wiarch feels, prepare them
to live in an ever-changing world.
Warch appreciates that it is
possible to distribute a great deal
of knowledge over the Internet.
Perhaps the most efficient form of
education can be realized over the
Web. Yet, as Warch noted, effi
cient does not equate to effective
in providing a solid education. As
Michele
Myers
of Sarah
Lawrence College noted, "No com
puter can sharpen the mind as
well as a cross-fire discussion
among students with their
teacher."
Lawrence students take
advantage of the ability to have
this kind of interaction. Last year,
686 students participated in some
form of individual instruction. 90
percent will have such an experi
ence before they graduate.
Tbchnology cannot replace
these student-faculty relation
ships. This is precisely the reason
why Warch says that Lawrence
continues to be "in the campus
business."
The next convocation address
will be given on Oct. 26 by author
Frank McCourt.

F rid ay , O c to b e r 6
Milwaukee-Downer
R eunion
This weekend MilwaukeeDowner College will be hold
ing a reunion at Lawrence.
More than 50 alumnae will be
gathering to celebrate the
institution’s 154-year history
and talk with former class
mates.
The reunion will begin Oct. 6
and continue through the Oct.
9, with the George B. Walter
Service to Society Award being
presented on Oct. 7. The recip
ient this year is Jeanette Hess
o f Dubuque, Iowa. She is
being honored for reorganiz
ing the local food pantry and
the
creation
o f Special
Initiative for the Poor. Elena
Nichol, a senior anthropology
mqjor, will be compiling a tape
of interviews of the
attendees to be pro
duced later this
year. The women
will also have the
chance,
weather
permitting, to row
down the Fox River
with current mem
bers of the crew
team. This was one of last
year’s highlights. The reunion
is a prelude to MilwaukeeDowner’s sesquicentennial,
which will be celebrated next
year.

approved and are now available in the Grill.
Other changes include a new
cappuccino maker, panini
grills, bigger and better sal
ads, new appetizers, and vari
able sandwich choices. The
Grill also received new furni
ture and blackboards to
update the interior d6cor.
Doyen hopes that these
changes will continue with the
upcoming years. "This is an
on-going process of change,"
said Doyen. "We're committed
to the student customer."
S h uttle b u s d isco n tin u e d

The Blue Bird, the bus that
has long been used to run stu
dents between the Lawrence
campus and Alexander gym,
has been taken out of service
due to mechanical
problems. According
to
Vince
Maas,
director o f campus
services, the bus
would have been
quite expensive to
repair, and the cur
rent substitute, a
large shuttle van, is
more cost effective.
The van can hold up to fifteen
passengers, though more room
is sometimes needed. “Some
days we have more than fif
teen passengers and some
days we only have one,” said
G rill answ ers to ch an gin g Maas. To accommodate the
student body, the university
n eeds
has considered many options,
In response to over 600 food" one o f which is renting a bus
service surveys returned, the until the next budget plan is
Union Grill has made changes enacted. The university is also
this year to accommodate the considering buying a coach, a
combination o f a bus and a
student body.
"Food service is not a static van. Until a decision has been
industry,"
said
Maureen made, the shuttle will contin
Doyen, head of the Grill. "We ue to provide transportation
want our finger on the pulse of for students.
student needs and the only
A lexa n d er Gym o ffe rs new
way to know that is to ask."
The surveys, sent out during h ou rs o f op e ra tio n
third term of last year, indi
cated that the Grill needed Alexander Gym, located at
more
variety,
take-away 1100 E. South River St., will
snacks, and healthier choices. offer new hours for the 2000 To facilitate those changes, 2001 academic year.
The
Doyen and staff embarked on gym’s scheduled hours are as
a food hunt, tasting and test follows:
ing a variety of new market
products, including hummus, Mon-Fri. 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
cheese sticks, and yogurt Sat.
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
strips, all of which were Sun.
Closed all day

News
in
Brief
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London Center director brings experience, family
__________________ b y

L e s lie M o n a g le

Although it may seem far off,
plans are already underway for
next year’s group going to the
London Study Center. Among the
new staff will be Associate
Professor of Music Jim DeCorsey,
who presently serves as horn
instructor and teaches music his
tory
in the conservatory.
DeCorsey will begin serving as
director of the center term one of
the 2001-2002 academic year.
This addition to the staff will
bnng new dimensions to the cen
ter, because DeCorsey already
has experience living in Great
Britain. He spent four years there
in the early 1980s, and his time
there in the past has made him
very enthusiastic about his
upcoming return.
DeCorsey is excited in particu
lar because he knows that his
familiarity with London and sur
rounding areas will be a great

advantage for all of the students
who are there. With so many
opportunities to see great perfor
mances of all kinds, he thinks
that a large part of his job will be
to help students pick and choose
what to see—a unique qualifica
tion for an American professor.
As for the courses that
DeCorsey will be teaching, he
wants to focus on those that can
take advantage of the variety of
performances
available
in
London. In addition to a music
history course, which is a continu
ation of one presently offered here
on campus, he is also teaching a
course on the musical theatre of
Gilbert and Sullivan, an English
nationalism course (focusing on
Elgar, Vaughan Williams, and
Benjamin Britten), and a course
which will combine music, visual
art, and literature, with emphasis
on
William
Blake,
Igor
Stravinsky,
and
Benjamin

Britten.
DeCorse/s idea of the perfect
day in London is "a lecture in the
morning, followed by a live perfor
mance in the evening," and final
ly, "a discussion in the pub" after
the performance. He wants the
students to er\joy and experience
all that they can and plans on
encouraging all to get involved.
Where his own horn students
are concerned, DeCorsey is hope
ful that as many as possible will
come to the center for a term. The
role that he is expecting to play in
their continuing studies is more of
a guide or coach than professor to
these students, because he wants
to provide them with the unique
opportunity of studying with
some outstanding British horn
players with whom he has dose
contact.
For his students who will not
be making the trip to London,
DeCorsey is in the process of

arranging a substitute, for which
he has many outstanding candi
dates.
Although DeCorsey may have
to leave some students behind, he
is happy to say that all of his fam
ily will be accompanying him. His
family includes his wife, who has
never been to England before, and
two teenage children. DeCorsey
anticipates a bit of adjustment for
his children, as they will be
attending a new school and living
in a different environment, but he
is confident that this change will
happen quickly and easily.
DeCorsey brings a great deal
of enthusiasm to the directorship,
enthusiasm he hopes will spread
to the whole center. He encour
ages both conservatory and col
lege students to enroll in his
courses and looks forward to
accommodating them to the best
of his abilities.
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Baritone Goerne to sing in chapel in Artist Series
by

D
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B
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----------------------------------------------------------- S t a f f W r i t e r

This
year,
change
at
Lawrence is apparent every
where. From building construc
tion, to Downer meal revision, to
creative housing solutions and
much, much more, campus busi
ness at Lawrence is booming.
Amid all these Lawrence dif
ferences, some opportunities
remain from year to year, and
the Artist Series counts as one
that should not be missed. The
chance to hear world-class musi
cians performing in the chapel or
giving talks and master classes
for a financial trifle compared to

these performer’s typical ticket
prices stands out as one the
sweetest benefits of living near a
Lawrence-level conservatory.
On Oct. 13, as the countless
posters will soon begin announc
ing all over the campus and com
munity, the first concert of the
2000-2001 Artist Series will be
held in the Chapel at 8 p.m. The
season opens with Matthias
Goeme, a German baritone who
has a reputation as one of the
up-and-coming stars of the vocal
world.
Goeme’s reputation precedes
him, at least with some mem
bers of the Lawrence vocal
department, by way of an excel

lent CD review in Opera News, a
well-circulated magazine in the
vocal world. Goeme has made a
number of recordings, including
CDs of Schubert lieder with
pianist Andreas Haefliger, and
an all Schumann recording with
Vladimir Ashkenazy.
In his Lawrence Memorial
Chapel debut, Goeme will fea
ture the lieder of Robert
Schumann with pianist Eric
Schneider, his collaborator for
six years. Although Goeme has
sung opera and as a soloist with
orchestras in such varied works
as Bach’s St. John Passion,
Mozart’s "The Magic Flute"
(with the Metropolitan Opera),
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union.
Union controversy incited pro
testors to line the road in front of
the factory before the rally. Battle
cries of "Read my lips...no new
Tfexans!" and "Gore’s a bore! Gore’s
a bore!" echoed across the pave
ment as Bush and Gore support
ers shouted at each other from
either side of the street.
Inside the factory, forty Tbsca
workers sat in blue-collared shirts
and ripped blue jeans, surround
ing the podium where Bush spoke.
Beset by Tbsca-made boxes
and an American flag, Bush began
his speech with plans for financial
revision and the eradication of big
government in favor of the work
ing class.
"Government should help peocontinued B U SH page 7

UNIVtRSITY'S
EARTH SEMESTER

Environmental Science
an d Astronomy
program s are offered at
the A rizona campus.
Undergraduate students
can earn 16 or more
Colum bia University
course credits.

• E nvironm ental S cie n ce
an d Policy
• Field research in places
such as th e S e a of C o rte z
and th e S o n o ran D e s e rt
• Interdisciplinary te a m w o rk
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Green Bay—The morning of
Sept 28 broke with anticipation,
as crowds of people awaited presi
dential hopeful Governor George
W. Bush outside the Tbsca Ltd.
Factory in Green Bay. The visit
was one of several to the Midwest
scheduled on Bush’s campaign
trail. Supporters came to hear the
latest installment in Bush’s series
"Real Plans for Real People:
Blueprint for the Middle Class."
Tbsca, a factory that builds
wooden crates and boxes, employs
middle to lower-class workers
around the Green Bay area." The
factory has recently been criticized
for improper union policies, com
ing under fire due to the lack of
employee involvement in the
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his fluid tone and the natural
ness which his voice and musi
cianship brought to the music.
The Artist Series season will
continue with violinist Midori
and pianist Robert McDonald (a
Lawrence alumnus). The final
two concerts will present the
Vermeer String Quartet and the
Nexus Percussion Ensemble. All
are world-class musicians, and
accordingly all the concerts
should be very well attended.
Tickets can be bought at the
Lawrence Box Office, which can
be reached at 832-6749. Tickets
are $18 and $16 for adults, $16
and $14 for seniors, and $12 and
$10 for students.

George W . Bush visits Green Bay

7
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and the requiems of Brahms and
Hindemith, his German lieder
performances are gaining him
the most attention. This focus on
German lieder probably grows
out of both his abilities and the
identities of his previous teach
ers. One mentor in particular,
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, has
helped Goerne. Like Goerne,
Fischer-Dieskau has built his
illustrious career on his perfor
mances of German lieder, and as
such, the student and teacher
inevitably are compared to one
another. In reading many of
these reviews and comparisons,
this author found that most com
pared Goeme favorably, citing

—
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• A stron om y and A strophysics
• N ight sky observation w ith
a v ariety o f te lesco p es
including our 2 4 ” te le s c o p e
• A cc es s to professional
te le s c o p e s at
Kitt P e a k O b servatory

Students may cross-register
for select courses in
both programs.

APPLY NOW FOR
SPRING 2001!
Non-science and science
majors welcome to apply.
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M A IN H ALL:
con tin u ed from p a g e 1
original donation was made
by Mary A. Strange, who
wanted to make an improve
ment to Main Hall in memory
o f her husband, John. Mr.
Strange was a Lawrence
alumnus, trustee, and former
president o f the Institute of
Paper Chemistry. Mr. Strange
loved the humanities and his
tory, which inspired his wife
to suggest a project in Main
Hall that would be "a welcome
addition to the building by
both faculty and students,"
said Greg Volk, vice president
of Development.
Upon observing the new
structure o f Briggs Hall, it
was noted that Main Hall had
no informal common space
where faculty and students
could gather outside of class.
As the Alumni Room was
rarely used, it was a reason
able place to locate the new
commons. During the renova
tion of the Alumni Room, sev
eral Main Hall faculty mem
bers began to consider the
integration of computer tech
nology into the humanities
program.
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This
suggestion
was
brought to the attention of the
Academic Affairs Committee
of the Board of Trustees and
was met with great enthusi
asm. Volk says more than sev
eral alumni, both on and off
the Board of Trustees, have
"warm feelings about the
place and prominence of the
building," as evinced by
recent generous donations.
Perhaps the most impres
sive change is the restoration
of the Hiram A. Jones room.
Originally the campus library,
the room in the Southwest
corner of Main Hall has been
the traditional office of the
Classics chair since 1901. In
1898, Professor Hiram A.
Jones, professor of classics,
died while teaching in his
classroom, Main Hall 107.
Three years later, the room
was dedicated as a memorial
to him, and has been the seat
of the department chair ever
since.
Most impressive is that on
a campus where the school’s
history seems to disappear
around every corner of each
new building, the Hiram A.
Jones room has been restored

to a splendor reminiscent of
the Victorian days in which
Lawrence began. This sum
mer’s renovations included
the restoration of a wallpaper
frieze around the top of the
room along with the appropri
ate wood borders along the
top and bottom of the frieze.
Professor Dan Taylor kept
the subject to be studied in
mind when choosing colors.
He chose the bright red for
the walls from pictures of the
Palace of Knossos on the
island of Crete.
While studying this and
other
representations
of
Greek art, Taylor found an
overwhelming theme of red
walls with black accents. The
earthy brown of the trim in
Professor
Taylor’s
room
repeats the earthy stone color
found in the ancient Greek
building
materials,
said
Taylor.
The room is not completed
yet, as Taylor is still organiz
ing papers and arranging
statues. Draperies for the
windows are slated to be
installed within the next two
years.
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That tension is what creates
new dynamism, which is
always good for the society."
Kuriyama allows, however,
that this tension can be prob
lematic in the short term. He
foresees that in the process of
increasing globalization, the
universality of global culture
will clash with "nationalistic
forces which assert the unique
ness and peculiarities o f their
own culture." Despite this ten
sion, Kuriyama remains opti
mistic.
"When I retired from the for
eign service," says Kuriyama, "I
had always been interested in
teaching." He wanted "the
younger generation" to benefit
from his experience as a diplo
mat by sharing with it "just
how far we had come in the past
50 years." Despite cultural,
social, and religious differences,
in addition to inequality that
existed as a consequence of
World War II, the two nations
were able to achieve a positive
working
relationship.
Kuriyama believes that his
firsthand experience as a diplo
mat can aid future generations
in building upon past successes.
Kuriyama said he is glad
that Lawrence has continued
its tradition of liberal arts edu
cation and that he is pleased
with the students with whom
he has come into contact.
"I find the hospitality o f the
Midwest to be as warm as ever,"
he said, "which I have enjoyed
very much since I have
returned to Appleton."

The Medical Scientist Training Program
at the
Medical College of Wisconsin

E X P L O R E IT

800.272.9676

Childcare/babysitting for
1 year old son and 3 year
old daughter o f professional
couple in Neenah. Good
pay, nice home, great kids.
Call 424-7178

CLASSIFIEDS

studentuniverse i
studentuniverse.com

mental exchanges."
There has been a substan
tial cultural exchange between
the U.S. and Japan in recent
years. Kuriyama, reflecting his
belief in the necessity of global
ization, believes that intercultural influences bring positive
effects on societies.
“A dynamic society is a soci
ety which is always susceptible
to receive or to import different
cultures from abroad, in this
process assimilating different
values from different cultures
to its own," said Kuriyama.
He continues, "when a soci
ety is exposed to alien cultures,
there is always some backlash
to new influence and there’s
always a tension between new
values ... and those elements
that try to maintain traditional
values, traditional traits, and
the uniqueness of the society.

A perfect match—
if you have
15-75 lbs. to lose...
we pay you.
call 1-800-242-0363
extension 2703

More Than
100 Departure Cities
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That damn fuzzy math!
b y

H ea th er Edm unds &

_________________ H a y l e y K a h n

This past Tuesday evening,
the first presidential debate of
campaign 2000 was held at the
University o f Massachusetts.
As many as 75 million viewers
were expected to watch the
debate according to "USA
Today," making this a very
important opportunity for both
Bush and Gore to influence
undecided voters. As members
of
Lawrence
College
Democrats, we were eager to
hear how Gore’s and Bush’s
plans would affect both young
Americans and the world.
During the debate the can
didates presented themselves
to the American public accu
rately, making neither major
mistakes nor msgor victories.
However, overall we feel that
Gore presented himself more
concretely and logically than

Bush. Bush’s arguments were
flawed because he was vague
and lacked specifics, as he has
done the entire campaign.
Instead of responding to Gore’s
detailed numbers and specific
policy agendas, he skirted the
issues by claiming Gore used
"phony
numbers,"
"fuzzy
math," and "mediscare" tac
tics. When Bush did get
around to making a point, his
proposals did not appear to
benefit the average working
American.
Bush’s vagueness
was
demonstrated by his plans for
the budget surplus: half on
social security, a quarter on
tax cuts, and a quarter on
"special projects." The tax cut
that Bush referred to was a bit
disturbing because, as Gore
repeatedly explained, the
wealthiest one percent would
receive more money in tax cuts
than what Bush would spend

on health care, education, pre
scription drugs, and national
defense combined. Bush never
directly refuted this figure.
When it came to Medicare,
Gore proposed a plan that
gave patients the ability to
choose their own doctor and
pharmacist, with 50 percent
off prescription drugs. Bush
did not even give a basic out
line for his Medicare plan, but
it was apparent that benefits
would not go to those who
needed them. Gore pointed out
that under the Bush plan, 95
percent of all seniors have to
wait four to five years to
receive aid. Clearly, the Bush
plan overlooks people (namely,
the elderly) who need help
most.
Another major problem
was Bush’s lack of concern for
the environment and an inade
quate plan for alternative
energy. When moderator Jim

D e b a t e A n a l y s is

Lehrer asked about plans for
the current oil crisis, Gore
responded with a two-part
plan. The first part was short
term, by increasing supply and
decreasing dependence on for
eign oil sources such as OPEC.
The second and most impor
tant part focused on long-term
goals, providing new incen
tives for exploring renewable
energy sources. He suggested
tax-cuts for environmentally
friendly renewable energy and
explained that this would give
our country an economic edge
with new technologies to sell
abroad. Bush, on the other
hand, suggested going into
Alaskan nature preserves to
get new sources for oil and
offered clean coal technology
as a form of alternative energy.
Bush is not looking to the
future of the environment with
his shortsighted plan.
Education is an issue that

G ore gives real vision for Am erica
b y

——— LU C o l l g e

R y a n T ie r n y
R e p u b lic a n s , C h a ir

The presidential debates
are supposed to be a time when
issues are discussed in an open
environment, a time when the
presidential candidates give
their vision for what America
will be like under their leader
ship to the American people. In
this time when A1 Gore should
have been articulating his
vision for America, however, he
returned to the democrats’ old
saw "tax breaks for the rich."
Part o f his overall strategy to
divide the American population
into opposing groups to con
quer the presidency, A1 Gore
turned to class warfare at a
time when America was listen
ing for what Gore thought
America should be.
Class-warfare is an argu
ment that the Democratic
party has been making for
years, but the sad part about
this argument is NOT true.
Bush’s plan calls for tax-cuts
for all Americans, not just the
top one percent. In fact, the tax

cuts are largest for the lower
and middle classes if one looks
at the percentage of those cuts.
Even more important than the
fact that the "tax breaks for the
rich" argument is not true, is
what Gore’s use of class-warfare says about his vision for
America. A1 Gore seems to say
to America that he wants a
nation, which pits groups
against each other in a struggle
for power. In other words, Gore
argues that the way he would
lead the nation is to divide it.
In firm contrast, George W.
Bush has a different vision for
America. Bush wants to bring
America together to make real
changes that will have a real
impact for all Americans.
George W. Bush has a history
of
working
with
both
Republicans and Democrats in
Texas to make real policy
achievements in, among other
policy areas, Education and
Taxes. Bush was not afraid to
reach across party lines to
achieve success in Texas, and
he will continue to reach across
party lines to make real

changes when he gets to
Washington.
The contrast between the
two could not be more vivid. A1
Gore is a candidate who repre
sents partisan warfare and
dividing America into groups.
Gore is a candidate who is
more concerned with winning
elections then with making any
real difference for America.
George W. Bush is a candidate
that is reaching out to all
Americans, someone who is
concerned with making a real
difference
while
in
Washington. A1 Gore seems to
ask the question "What sets us
apart?" while George W. Bush
seems to be asking the question
"Where do we agree?"
This contrast between the
two
candidates
showed
throughout the debate. A1 Gore
took the debates as a chance to
spread mis-truths about the
Bush tax plan in order to divide
America and scare the lower
and middle classes into voting
for him. George W. Bush took
the opportunity to spread his
agenda of reform for America;

Some Choice
b y

Ryan Y ou n g

My, what a breadth of choic
es we have in this year’s presi
dential election. Currently
leading the polls is Democrat
A1 Gore, described by the Cato
Institute as one o f the shallow
est, most dangerous thinkers
in
Washington.
The
Republicans offer us George W.
Bush, who, as opposed to Gore,
doesn’t think at all. On the
fringes lie Ralph Nader, whose
understanding o f economics
rivals that o f a five year-old,
and Pat Buchanan, whose
xenophobia and bigotry don’t
even deserve a snide remark.
Gore’s pet issue is the envi
ronment, especially global
warming. Gore made a big fuss
about
1998’s
particularly
strong El Nino, blaming it on
global warming. Research on
ancient climate has shown that
El Ninos are nearly constant

during ice ages, but are the
exception rather than the rule
in warmer times like ours. A1
Gore really does his homework,
doesn’t he?
Then there’s Bush. Verbal
gaffes aside, his "compassion
ate conservatism" is but mere
rhetoric trying to appeal to vot
ers. "Compassionate conser
vatism" mainly consists of
coulds and shoulds, rather
than real solutions to real
problems. Given the track
record of government customer
satisfaction (the DMV comes to
mind), one would think Bush
would try to make our govern
ment more efficient rather
than merely making it bigger.
As for the third party candi
dates, between Nader’s cru
sade against economic liberty
and Buchanan’s mistrust of
liberty (and foreigners) in gen
eral, you just can’t win.
One thing that strikes me

talking about his belief that
both
Republicans
and
Democrats can work together
to tackle America’s problems. I
only hope that Gore will turn

hits all of us close to home.
While both candidates stated
similar plans o f accountability,
testing, and local control, Gore
proposed new teacher testing
and more education funding.
He also mentioned higher edu
cation, proposing a tax cut for
families with students at col
leges that cost over $10,000.
Bush did not even bring up the
topic of higher education.
The choice is clear from
watching this debate. Gore has
specific policy that he backs up
with figures that work within
our nation’s budget. Bush did
not give enough details to con
vince Americans that his poli
cies will work. A good presi
dential candidate should be
able to display his proposals as
realistic goals, through con
crete facts. No matter who you
think is the better candidate,
get out there and vote.

__________________D e b a t e A n a l y s is

away from his divisive political
strategy and adopt a policy
that seeks to unite America. If
not, I think that the choice for
president is clear.
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about this year’s crop of candi
dates is that none of them are
proposing reductions in gov
ernment’s size and scope. They
seem to think that you and I
aren’t competent to run our
own lives, and we need the gov
ernment’s helping hand just to
get by. In most areas, the best
government policy is no policy.
There is a law that tells
restaurants how thin they can
and cannot slice their pickles.
Why? The justification is that
thin pickles pose a choking
hazard. This is pure balder
dash. I am perfectly capable of
deciding how thick I want the
pickle to be on my hamburger,
thank you very much. I don’t
need the government to tell me
what is and is not safe. The
only candidate that thinks at
all along these lines is the
Libertarian candidate, Harry
Browne. Maybe I’ll vote for
him.
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Women’s Soccer falls to Lake Forest in 2-1 O T heartbreaker
____________________ b y

lU L IE

S T R O IN S K I

In a physical, hard-fought
game that needed more time
than regulation allowed, the
Lawrence women’s soccer team
was defeated by the Lake Forest
Foresters by a score of 2-1 in over
time.
Prior to the game, both teams
were at two wins, one loss in the
MWC standings, and this game
was pivotal because the winner
would gain a one game advan
tage in the race for a play-off spot.
The game was tied at nil-nil
at the end of the first half. Ten
minutes into the second half,
however, Juliana Veliz connected
with Danata Janofsky for a goal.

Later in the half, the Foresters
answered with a goal from Dana
Tate. The Foresters ended the
game in 102nd minute with a
goal by Sandy Gunstream.
The loss leaves the Vikings at
2-2 in the conference and 2-7
overall. They now rank fourth
behind undefeated St. Norbert,
Grinnell, and Lake Forest.
Captain Betsy Moyer feels
that the team picked up the pace
in the second half. ’We didn’t
come out ready to play and they
did," said Moyer. She also feels
the team lacks the necessary con
fidence to win. The will to win
wasn’t there until the second
half.
Although the outcome of the

game wasn’t positive, there are
still some good things that the
team is looking forward to.
Viking goalie Katherine Wilkin
recorded fourteen saves as the
Vikings were out shot 32-18.
Many of the girls are working
hard, but more of them need to
step up and take the initiave to
follow their example, according to
Moyer. With the development of
confidence and trust, this team
could go far. This loss places them
with a small hill to climb, but it is
not insurmountable.With five
MWC games left there still a lot
to be decided. The women’s soccer
team’s next home game is Oct. 10
at 4:00 p.m. against UWWhitewater.

photo by Dan Leers

Lawrence falls to Lake Forest, 0-6
by

D an K im

The Lawrence men’s soccer
team fell further down the divi
sional ladder this past Saturday
when they lost to powerhouse
Lake Forest.
This loss set the men back,
holding them at a record of 0 and
7. The Viking’s defense and goal
keeper Tbm Murphy kept the
game close during the first half
with the score at 0 to 0. But, in
the second half things fell apart
for the defense, allowing six goals
in the final period. Lawrence’s
inability to penetrate Lake
Forest’s defense proved costly as
they were out shot 34 to 6. Lake
Forest goal keeper Ed Elliot

found his job an easy one, as the
Vikings managed only six scat
tered shots on goal. This was an
obstacle the Vikings couldn’t
overcome. Lake Forest forward
Dan Carver, after receiving a yel
low card, put the game away
with the final goal of the game.
After facing the Vikings,
Lake Forest has a record of 5 and
2. All of their wins occur within
the division, so they have really
turned into a divisional force.
This season the team is led by
Chris Mickshl and Carver.
The Vikings were hoping to
gain their first victory of the year,
but they came up short unable to
stay with the visiting Lake
Forest. Everything seemed to go

right for Lake Forest in the sec
ond half. This was largely due to
the deep bench using a total of 20
players throughout the game.
The Vikings cannot let this
loss effect their future play, espe
cially next week when they face
Ripon College. The men also face
a home game versus Wisconsin
Lutheran College on Oct. 8.
Coaches and players remain
optimistic that they can turn the
season around and begin to win
some games. They will continue
to drill and work hard until
results start to show.
The Viking men face Carroll
College this Sunday at Carroll
College.

Sophomore goalie Tom Murphy leaps for a save in a mens soccer practice session.
photo by Dan Leers
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continued from p a g e 3
pie live their lives, not run them,"
said Bush, before asking a family
of four to step on camera with him.
The family, supported by income
generated at Tbsca, was intro
duced as "the average working
family of four." Bush said "I want
to ask myself a question—does my
tax plan work for these people,
John and Bonnie, Marissa and
Travis? I believe it does."
"People say I’m only about rich
people," said Bush. "With my plan,
I’ll reduce John and Bonnie’s taxes
from $2,045 to $195 a year."
"Now, some people say the W
stands for ‘windy,’" said Bush with
a broad grin. "But if Fm elected, I
promise to increase the standard

of living for every family in
America, along with the quality of
our military and our educational
system."
Bush then outlined his educa
tional policy, citing after-school
programs and parental responsi
bility as two of the most important
factors in a child’s education. ’We
need to assign authority on an
educational level, but a child’s
schooling begins at home," said
Bush.
Bush ended the session with a
question-and-answer forum, con
cluding with "strong families
make for a strong America. Now is
the time to reform the tax code
and share some of the surplus
with the people who pay the bills.
I have the plan."
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Knox defeats Vikings, 3 0 -1 2

Latirnmc*

Scoreboard

________ by C hris W orman
They’re improving, but they
still need some time to grow.
The Vikings hosted their
fourth loss of the season this
Saturday. Head Coach Dave
Brown said that last Saturday's
game against Knox College was
"a good learning experience."
Though the Prairie Fire beat
the Vikings at the Banta Bowl
30 to 12, the men showed signif
icant improvement over their
performance
against
St.
Norbert from the previous
week.
Brown said that the slightly
less-than-satisfactory second
half of the game was indicative
of the team’s inexperience, but
that he was also "pleased that
the Vikings were more consis
tent during this game."
During the game, Lawrence
had 14 first downs, compared to
Knox's
eight.
However,
Lawrence's young offensive line
only conquered 190 yards of turf
in 77 plays, while Knox man
aged to push 345 yards into
Viking territory in 63 plays.
The Vikings’ and Prairie
Fire's special teams were nearly
even in punt returns. Lawrence
did, however, manage to return
six kickoffs for 99 yards while
Knox, with three returns,
advanced 65 yards. Lawrence's
defense had three sacks
(Chemey, Divjak, and Scott
Fischer) for a total of 21 yards.
Leading in tackles were Divjak,

FOOTBALL

Grinnell
St. Norbert
Illinois C.
Lake Forest
Ripon
Beloit
Knox
Monmouth
Carroll
L aw ren ce

Riley. An old commercial fur
nace in the basement could not
provide
sufficient
heat
throughout the house, requir
ing one new furnace on each
floor, which, according to
Hodgekiss, is more cost-effec
tive.
All changes come with a
price tag. The budget was ini
tially approved at $400,000 for
repairs, though Hodgekiss pre
dicts that, due to the extreme
nature of the renovations, the

3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
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0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
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W
3
4
3
2
3
1
1
1
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0

L
1
0
1
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1
3
3
3
4
4

••Upcoming gam es: Oct. 7, Lawrence vs. Beloit (away); O ct 14,
Lawrence vs. Lake Forest (homecoming)
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
MWC
Overall

W

Dave Peserik, Vikings wide-receivcers coach, as Ryan Zutter (22) gets ready for
play.
photo by Dan Leers

Zutter, Keller, and Stueber.
Knox managed to rush 85
yards on 33 attempts, faring
slightly better than Lawrence
with 34 attempts and eight
yards gained. Rosenthal com
pleted 15 passes for a total of
176 yards, including the second
touchdown of the game.
Receiving the majority of those
passes was Michael, who caught
seven passes for a total of 121
yards.
Wesley, one of three cap
tains, also completed two passes
for a total of 22 yards. Also
receiving on the Lawrence end
were Bouressa, Meyer (both tied

for
36
yards
gained),
Haquerbord for 10 yards and
Justin Berrens for 15. Leading
the Viking’s attack on the
ground was Berrens, who
rushed for 43 yards. Following
suit were Radliff for 13 and
Josh Graham for 3 yards.
The Vikings are looking for
ward to games against Lake
Forest and this year’s home
coming match up. Brown hopes
that "we will show steady
improvement," noting that the
upcoming game "will be a good
test for us." The Vikings take on
Beloit at Beloit, this Saturday.

HOUSE: Warch’s house renovated
con tin u ed from p a g e 1

Overall

MWC

projected value will reach the
$500,000 mark. "When we
went into the house, there were
more problems than anticipat
ed," said Hodgekiss. To provide
the money for these changes,
the house project was bonded
to the upcoming Youngchild
development. The Warch reno
vations were allotted up to $1
million though it is unlikely
that the entirety of the money
vilill be spent on the house.
After the renovation of the
house, the remaining bonded
money will be used to provide

further improvements on cam
pus. Bond money has already
provided $90,000 to replace the
Kohler elevator, new furniture
in Plantz, and roof work on var
ious buildings. It is likely that
the money will also be used to
renovate two additional small
houses, 221 N. Union Street
and 128 N. Union Street, which
will be opened and modified to
meet the growing student pop
ulation.
The Warch house is expect
ed to be complete by Nov. 15,
2000.
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N orth D ivision
Ripon
1
St. Norbert 0
Carroll
0
L aw ren ce 0
Beloit
0

0
0
0
0
1

10
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6
5

11
6
10
10
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South D ivision
Illinois C.
0
Lake Forest 0
Monmouth 0
Grinnell
0
Knox
0

0
0
0
0
0

11
11
10
6
5

8
4
10
15
11
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••Upcoming m atches: Oct. 11, Lawrence vs. Carroll (away);
Oct. 21, Lawrence vs. Beloit (home)
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••Upcoming gam es: Oct. 8, Lawrence vs. Carroll (away)
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Overall
T
L
8
0
0
0
7
1
5
1
0
2
0
3
2
0
5
4
0
5
0
3
4
2
0
1
0
3
1
4
0
0

T

L
1
2
2
4
3
5
6
4
5
8

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

••Upcoming games: Oct. 8, Lawrence vs. Carroll (away)

MWC

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Overall

L

Si

L

20 POOL TABLES
FOOSBALL
ELECTRONIC DARTS
VIDEO GAMES
FULL BAR AND GRILL

N orth D ivision
Beloit
2
Ripon
2
Carroll
1
St. Norbert 0
L aw ren ce 0

0
0
0
2
3

7
6
8
0
1

1
2
2
8
6

OPEN TO EVERYONE 16 OR OLDER!!

S outh D ivision
Grinnell
1
Knox
1
Lake Forest 1
Illinois C.
0

0
0
0
3

2
4
5
1

5
4
2
5

DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE PAPER VALLEY HOTEL!

T

L
4
2
2
7
5
5
4
5
5
8

•: / ■'"

••Upcoming m atches: Oct. 7, Lawrence vs. S t Norbert (home)

318 W. COLLEGE AVE.
APPLETON, WI 54911
920-830-0083

CROSSCOUNTRY
Standings not available

IIP

.

..

••Upcoming m eets tor LU Cross Country: Oct. 7, Lawrence
vs. Northland Baptist Bible (away); Oct. 14, Wisconsin Private
College Championships @ Wisconsin Lutheran

